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Abstract: In recent years, with the enhancing awareness of energy saving and environment
protection, electric motorcycle sin the consumer market have become more and more
popular. Meanwhile, the rapid development of mobile Internet and Internet of things make
the intelligent terminal and intelligent hardware come into our daily life. Nowadays a large
number of growth in client requires develop the server which has the performance of strong
structure, extensibility, customizable for data transferring and storing. Based on the request
of the need, the open source framework named Nettyis selected in this paper. Netty
provides the support of communication between the mobile phone and the motorcycle. It’s
the most popular NIO frameworks in the industry that has already tested by hundreds of
thousands of commercial projects, so that we can control the blue tooth electronic lock, real
time location, password modification, authentication on the motorcycle with the help of
Android application(app).
1. Introduction
This paper sketches the view based on the intelligent terminal of STM32 which as the core role
of the electric motorcycle. The MCU can receive and send the information via the blue tooth
communication module and network communication module. The Netty application being ran on
the Ali elastic computer service system. The operate system of mobile control terminal is Android.
The main functions of the server application are sending orders to client and receiving the
message from clients, Protocol Analysis and storing the data into database. Nettyis the framework
that support the asynchronous communication model. It has preseted the function of encoding and
decoding, and supported many main protocols. Many other frameworks are short of standards and
are incompetent in customization and expandability.
The instructions should be sentto control the blue tooth communication module by our intelligent
terminal. The mobile phone should be operated to control the motorcycle indirectly though the
Netty server. Motorcycle can communicate with server via GPRS communication module circuit.
The circuit uploads the location to the server, and the server sends the new password to the
motorcycle.
2. Netty Server Application Design
2.1. Create the Netty Server
Netty server was designed with reactor master-slave mode, and the connection which used to
receive client's message is an independent NIO thread pool. Firstly, the instance should be created
by Server Bootstrap class, and the configuration should be set up and the thread pool should be
bound. There are two independent reactor thread pools, one’s name is boss thread pool, other’s
name is worker thread pool. The former is used to receive the client connection and the latter is
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used to handle high numbers of read and write on the socket channel. Secondly, the channel should
be bound on the server, and he channel pipeline should be created and initialized. The channel
handler should be added and set up. It mainly used for handling network event. For example, the
information should be encoded and decoded, the heartbeat should be added and so on. Finally, the
port should be listened at the beginning.
2.2. Constitute communication protocols
The server creates port 8000 and port 9000 at the beginning. The motorcycle connect stire server
via TCP protocol through the port 8000, and app connect store server via the HTTP protocol
through the port 9000.
The form of the TCP transport protocol is stream in data transmission. When the server receives
the message from MCU, the channel pipeline uses Delimiter Based Frame Decoder to decode the
message by the separator automatically. It can also avoid sticking and unpacking effectively in the
communication process. In order to reduce the stress of the server, the short links should be used
between the server and clients. That is, when the client sends the information, and the server returns
the information. After ten seconds, the server closes the channel and disconnects from the client
automatically. The TCP communication protocols shown in Table 1.
Table1.TCP communication protocols

STM32 send to the
Server

#(serial
number),(password),(date20170419124933),(current),(volage1),
(voltage 2), (voltage3), (voltage 4), (voltage 5), (voltage
6),(temperature1),( temperature2),
(distance),(longitude),(latitude), (remaining electricity),
(remark), #$_

The server send to
stm32

#( date20170419124955),(GPS flag), (serial
number),( password), \r\n

HTTP is an application oriented object-protocol, which is suitable for distributed hypermedia
information systems because of its simplicity and speed. When the server receives the message
from the app, the channel pipeline uses Http Server Codec to decode the message. The server parses
the message in the format of JSON. When the server responds to the client, the response message
consists of three parts: the state line, the message header, and the response text. All of this
information is encapsulated in an instance of Full Http Response, and then the message should be
returned to the mobile phone .The server usually sends a response code to the client. The response
code200is indicates that the client request is successful，404 indicates that the requested resource
does not exist;500 indicates that the server error. At last, the HTTP connection should be closed.
2.3. Selection of thread pool and database connection
The server needs to store the data that received from the port 8000 and port 9000 into the
database. This step is time-consuming. So the new Fixed Thread Pool should be used to deal with
this problem. When the program submits a task, a thread is created, when the number of the client
on the connection reaches the maximum that allowed by the thread pool, the thread is stopped
creating. The fixed length of the thread pool can be combined with the number of clients to ensure
that the server receives and stores information in a normal working state.
Mybatisis a semi-automatic mapping of the framework. It’s used to connect to the database. The
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mapping relationship between POJO and SQL should be provided and matched manually. Mybatis
is a small package, high performance, optimized, highly active Java persistence layer framework.
When Mybatis is being used, a session should be created through the SqlSession interface, which is
the connection resource for the database. After that, the connection should be closed and the
resources should be given back to the database connection pool. During the session, the database
should be operated by SQL language. Then the relevant properties of the database connection in the
configuration file should be configured. Finally the mapper should be constructed. All the process is
shown in Fig 1.
Mapping is consisted of Java interface and XML files, and the java interface and the XML file
should be given. In this file, a space with the same name to the interface should be defined, and then
the database operation should be added in this space. At last, the type should be returned and the
data should be set.
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Fig.1 Integrated design of server
2.4. Exception capture.
When the client disconnects from the server, the server always generates an exception that the
remote host is forced to close an existing connection. This exception is common, and the main
reason is that the client has closed the connection, but the server is still reading the event. Therefore
the server reads the client error. In order to solve this problem, the method called user Event
Triggered and exception Caught should be rewritten in the processing of the server's link, in order
to carry out exception capture and abnormal printing.
3. Server Performance Test
TCP/UDP performance testing tool is easy for us to test the server compression capability.The
sending mode,target address,content,and the number of the clients should be set. After the start of
the test, clients send and receive curvesthat can judge the performance of the server. The server
applicationshould be ran on the Ali elasticcomputerservicesystem, and the testing
toolapplicationshould be ran on the computer. After the client sends the message, the serversearches
the message in the database, and then the server returnsthe messageback to the client.Ali
elasticcomputerservice configuration environment is shown in Table 2. At the same time, the tool
provides interval and response in two ways.
Table.2 Ali ElasticComputerServiceConfiguration
CPU
Memory
Hard disk
OS

2core, General-purpose n1.medium
4096M
150G
Windows Server 2008 R2 64bit enterprise edition

3.1. Interval mode test result.
Interval mode is the mode that the clientsubmits a request after a certain time interval. The
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interval tim
me is set too 50ms. Thee size of thhe data sentt by the clieent is greateer than the size of thee
received ddata. As is shown in theFigure2,
t
the comm
munication maintains
m
ab
about 1000 sendersandd
1000 receiivers. Theree is no break
k between tthe server and
a the clients.After 200 seconds,th
he graph off
sending annd receivingg data is mu
uch the sam
me as abovee with no in
nterruption. The volatility is smalll
and stabilitty.

Fig.2 Test rresult in Intterval modee
3.2. Respoonse mode test
t result
As is shhown in theeFigure3, th
he responsee mode is th
he mode thaat the clientt sends the data to thee
server imm
mediately affter receivess the data frrom the serv
ver. Here, when
w
the num
mber of clieents is 10000,
there are abbout 1800 senders
s
and
d receivers. T
There is no client disco
onnects from
m the serveer and it cann
work steaadily. It caan alsotranssmit and rreceived th
he data acccurately. R
Response mode
m
use a
mputer resou
urces more effectively.
y. The numb
ber of 18000
question-annd-answer formatwhicch uses com
transceiverrs in this moodel is signiificantly higgher than th
hatin the inteerval mode..
Based oon the compparison of two
t
differennt result, it proves thatt the Nettysserver has a very highh
concurrenccy performaance. It can be connecteed to thousaands of clien
nts.

Fig.3 Test rresult in resp
ponse modee
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4. Android Application Design
4.1. Bluetooth lock function.
Bluetooth4.0 is alow powerwireless transmission. Here we use the open source code
BluetoothLeClass.javawhich is provided by Google official. It defines several interfaces and
provides several important Bluetooth communication methods.
The app determines whether the phone supports Bluetooth 4.0. Firstly the mBLE is instantiated
by BluetoothLeClass object, and the service callback and data callback operations are performed
with the mBLE. If the mBluetoothAdapterin the mBLE is null, it means this phone doesn’t support
Bluetooth4.0. As is shown in theFigure4,the flag bit is createdwhich named mScanning,if the state
of mScanning is true, the app’s activity jump into the bluetooth list interface.The name and the
address of the bluetooth client are added to the mLeDeviceAdapter.One client in the
mLeDeviceAdapteris chosen, then the app finds the bluetoothserviceand the service’s eigenvalue.
Ifthe value of UUID equals the value of UUID_KEY (“0000ffe-0000-1000-8000-00805f9b34fb”),
and thenthe client canbe operated bygattChar.
Start

N

Support Bluetooth
4.0

Return the name and address
of the Bluetooth to the
phone, and jump to the
bluetooth control of the
mobile interface

Y
N

mBluetoothAdapter
is null

mBLE Connects to the
device according to the
bluetooth address

Y
Search for Bluetooth
devices

Scanning services and
service features
Add to
mLeDeviceAdapter

N

Value of UUID is
UUID_KEY

Select a Bluetooth
device

N

Y
Y

Set read monitor for the
gattChar,and communicate
with client

Stop scanning

End

Fig.4 Bluetooth communication flow chart
4.2. Authentication function.
The authentication function is based on the serial number of the motorcycle and the password of
the client. In this process, the motorcycle serial number and password should be inputted into the
text box, and transmittedthe message to the server.The server searches the information according to
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the serial nnumber in the
t databasee, if the passsword matcched with thedata storeed in the daatabase, thee
informationn returned the
t validatio
on which is true, and otherwise thee validationn which is faail.
The whhole processs of verificaation is timee-consuming
g.During this time, thee mobile pho
one have too
wait for thhe server’s feedback,
f
so
o asynchronnous messaage processiing in the A
Android sysstem shouldd
be used, annd the abstrract method
ds providedd by the tool for asynch
hronous meessage processing withh
AsyncTaskk toolscan work.
w
As is shown
s
in Fiig 5. The paassword mo
odification ffunction is the
t same ass
the authenttication funnction.

Fig.5
F
Autheentication fu
unction charrt
4.3. Map llocation traack display
y function
Baidu m
map providees a rich intterface of A
API in the field
f
of mob
bile phone for mobile applicationn
developerss. Geocodinng is the process
p
of converting
g geographic informattion into coordinates.
c
.
Anti-geocooding changges the geog
graphical cooordinates into
i
specificc address innformation through
t
thee
Baidu mapp coordinate positioning enginee.The coord
dinates of the
t object correspond
ding to thee
administrattive divisioons,street neews can be shown. In our
o applicattion, when the button is triggeredd
in the locaation page, app
a sends an
a asynchro nous request message to the serveer, the serveerresponsess
the latest loongitude annd latitude lo
ocation infoormation to the app, an
nd the formaat of the infformation iss
JSON. Appp stores thee latitude an
nd longitudee location in
nformationin the linkedd list.The trrack servicee
and the enntity listenerrof the Baid
du map shoould be opened, while creating a ttrack refressh thread too
ensure the real-time trajectory
t
off the receivver. The reaal-time road
dmap can bee drawn and
d displayedd
on the screeen.
4. Conclussion
The moobile terminnal control of
o the electrric motorcycle and the functions oof the Netty
y server hass
been desiggned and im
mplemented in this papper.With using the open
n source fraamework to
o design thee
concept, thhe customerr needs hav
ve been mett, and the electric
e
moto
orcycle beccomes moree intelligentt
and netwoorked. Bessides, the design usees universaal interfacee, which ggreatly facilitates thee
developmeent of new features
f
in th
he future.
Althouggh the systeemhas already metthee needsof users,
u
there are still soome deficiencies. Forr
example, thhe server caan’t push th
he message tto the app, and app can
n’t show thee informatio
onabout thee
battery of the motorccycle on th
he screen. T
The perform
mance of th
he server an
and the app
p should bee
improved iin the futuree.
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